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Equestrian Victoria AGM December 13th 2012 

Unofficial Account of the Proceedings 

By Sue Inness 

This is an unofficial account of the proceedings and results of my motions proposed at the EV AGM 
on December 13th 2012. 

I do not represent this as an official record, and, as I did not take written notes I am relying entirely 
on memory for this report (other than my own documents and documents published on the EV 
website). I aim at an honest and comprehensive report, my apologies to anyone who feels they, or 
their statements, have been miss-represented. If I can confirm the error I will correct it.  I am not 
able to quote verbatim the discussion and reports working from memory, this report simply 
provides the ‘gist’.  It’s an attempt at transparency and timely feedback to members, any errors are 
not intentional. 

I have not included the motions I proposed in full, rather a synopsis, the motions in full are 
available on my website : 
http://www.techxellenttraining.com.au/pdfs/Equestrian/REVISED%20MOTIONS_Q%27s%20EV%20
2012_v4.pdf 

Approximately 30-40 individuals attended the meeting  (estimate,  I didn’t count) 

Some of the discussion and answers in this report may appear out of the actual order they occurred 
in during the meeting, again a memory issue! 

 

Meeting opened at approximately 7:05 pm and the entire EV board was in attendance along with 
EV office staff. 

Barry Roycroft in the chair. 

Greg Pratt was acting CEO and also the retiring treasurer of the Board 

It should be noted that after the meeting was opened by the Board Chair, Barry Roycroft, those 
present were asked if anyone objected to the meeting being recorded.  There is therefore a 
recording of the AGM 

There were no objections to recording the proceedings 

Anything classed as NOTES is a comment from myself /an interpretation and did not form part of 
the meeting. These are accessed via  hyperlinks, either left mouse click or CNTRL+ Left mouse to 
follow link use BACK to navigate back to the same place in the document 
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Apologies called for & listed 

Last years’ AGM Minutes tabled, voted, accepted  See Notes 2 

No proxy votes were tabled as the 3 that the EV office had received were deemed invalid by the 
board/CEO. See Notes 3 

Unofficial Chairman’s Report – Barry Roycroft. 

2nd term as board chair, brought on board again as EV was virtually broke at that time. 

Difficult year with EA issues, Olympics and selection issues, financial issues and resignation of Jackie 
Woodhead 

Thanked Greg Pratt for stepping in as interim CEO, Greg will continue as interim CEO for this 
financial year. Thanked Greg for his extensive work in getting the financial reports formulated.  

The board was cognisant of the members call for more transparency in financial matters and 
governance. 

Greg has been working for free (no wage) up to this date, but will be remunerated after this as he 
has accepted the position of interim CEO until the end of financial year. 

Greg will step down from the Board as he cannot hold the position of CEO as well, this will create a 
temporary vacancy on the board. 

Only the 2 retiring board members nominated for the board again, therefore no election and these 
members were returned. Congratulated these members ( Williams and ??? memory!) 

Lady Susannah Clarke has tendered her resignation from the board, the board thanks her for her 
work on the board. 

In the light of the ‘members unrest’, amazed that there were no other nominations for the EV 
board. 

As a 3 time Olympian , disgusted and insulted by ‘members’ use of social media to criticize the 
board.  See Notes 4 

Barry raised this issue at several other times during the meeting. 

Question from the floor- re the ‘official status’ of this AGM as it was being held outside the required 
time-frame for the AGM. 

Barry answered -  Board had applied for and been granted an extension of time for the AGM, paid 
required $25 for this to ....?( Govt body, can’t remember), this is a properly convened AGM 

CEO’s Report  & Financial report– Greg Pratt 

Financial reports tabled. 

Barry thanked Greg for his efforts 
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Greg thanked the EV office staff for their support during this difficult time 

Had been very busy putting together the financial reports as requested by member Chris Hartigan, 
the last of which ( un-audited – WPNEC) went up on the web that  morning. 

Note that there are now financial breakdowns for the various shows, events, committees and 
squads. 

This year has been especially difficult as the office has 2 data recording systems in place causing 
double handling of everything due to the fact that Equnect isn’t working and little cross referencing 
and data available. 

A new group has affiliated with EV – Vaulting 

The EA National board does not know if they will repair Equnect or implement and entirely new 
system, this decision is pending so data recording is still problematic. 

The show jumpers ran a recent show with only 4 months lead-up and managed  a $2,000 profit. 

Barastoc show has a new committee running it, they will run the show for the next 3 years and are 
aware of challenge to get this show back in black. 

Shortfall from Barastoc show possibly attributed to the number of overseas judges used. 

EV will focus on running ‘shows’ rather than ‘events’ 

EV finances in a precarious position, need to cut expenses and not loose members. Hopefully can 
retain the office staff EV currently has and not increase membership fees. Hopefully no rise in the 
EA levy or fees will be affected. 

Chris Hartigan congratulated Greg on getting the financial reports done and up on the web 

Question from the floor- regarding how the finances ended up in such a state, why wasn’t action 
taken sooner? 

Comment from the floor – The financial situation was apparent and questioned at last years’ AGM, 
what took so long? 

EV will now have 2 different accountancy firms working on their figures, a new firm will do the 
books/  financial reports (can’t remember exactly, but sounded like day to day running)   and the 
usual company will do the official audit, this should act as  a double check for issues. 

Barry – The board was concerned before last years’ AGM but was not in a position to make this 
public. The board brought someone on-board to assist them with examining the situation early this 
year. 

Comment from the floor – it appears that whenever a member asks something of EV they have to 
take legal advice. This is expensive, will it be on-going? 

Greg/Barry Answered- Didn’t anticipate much more requirement for legal advice . 
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See NOTES 5 

Comment from the floor – EV loosing members to HRCAV, the cost of membership and competing 
very high. 

Chris Hartigan  comment–  Chris assists with running the APOB Pony Dressage Championship. For this 
group to affiliate with EV to use the EA dressage tests it costs the group $500.00 , this is a 
substantial increase  from previous years’ and is a disincentive for  groups to affiliate. 

Question from Sue Inness – Do the various event/show committees  operate with a budget in the 
light of the substantial losses shown for some? 

Barry Roycroft- Yes they have a budget but it is a difficult job staying within the budget , especially a 
few days out from any event. 

Sue Inness comment – The EV financial situation is dire, members should note the ‘On Going’ 
comments from the auditors.  EV needs to offer value for membership $ for the majority of its’ 
members who are not high performance or young riders i.e. competitors between 25 and 70 yrs  
see NOTES 35 It’s a pity that the meeting saw fit not to ratify  a new membership structure for EV 
as outlined in earlier motions. Sue questioned Barry’s’ answer that EV had to have the same 
membership categories as other states/EA suggested.  Quoted EV’s constitution 15.1 : the boards 
rights to run the business of EV see NOTES 34 

See NOTES 6 

Chris Hartigan commented that ‘more is less’ re membership fees. The current fees are a big reason 
why EV is losing members. Also EV cannot continue to run events that lose money. 

Sue Inness commented – Until prospective members see value in being an EV member they will not 
join/re-join. This was the purpose of proposing new membership streams so that resources and $ 
could be allocated to servicing the appropriate membership stream proportionally. 

Sue Inness commented - Note issue of over-servicing one sector: young riders. These members do 
not pay full membership fee and are not in the majority and yet by combining all initiatives directed 
at YR ( YR, Interschool etc.) there is a loss of $10,000+ . More focus on full fee paying members 
needed. See NOTES 36 

Comment from the floor : 2012 financial reports show that EV is very close to becoming insolvent.  
If the board recognised that there were ’financial issues’ prior to the 2011 AGM why didn’t they act 
earlier to stem the damage? This board has presided over many losses and current poor financial 
position of EV. How can the membership be assured that the board is capable of overseeing 
improvement and survival of EV as it’s the same board? 

Barry Roycroft replied- the Board had to be sure before acting, hence the delay. Do the members 
comments imply that the members of the board are dummies? ( not sure of this, cold have been 
bunnies!) . However I haven’t lost the farm yet. 

Members Comment - Good 
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Sue Inness -Motions for which notice has been given - Voting 

The Chair, Barry Roycroft stated that the Board had spent a great deal of time discussing the 
motions proposed by Sue Inness, whilst it may appear that the board is universally not supporting 
these motions and is negative towards suggestions , if some of these motions are re-worded and 
re-presented at next years’ AGM the board may well support the motions. 

There was a comment from the floor stating that there is no requirement for the board to support 
motions, only that when they are a ‘Special Resolution’, that the meeting votes 75% in favour. 

See NOTES 7 

See NOTES 8 

Results of AGM Vote on Motions proposed by Sue Inness  

Motions 1 and 7 formally withdrawn by myself 

Motions 2-10 , 22-26 disallowed by the Board , see notes  and  

“Boards Official Response: MOTIONS 2 TO 6 and 8 to 10 Fall outside the powers of the members of EV, 
and any vote in relation to these would not bind the association. They also relate to EA so a further 
discussion will take place on the night of the AGM re these. “ 

See NOTES 9 

Each ‘permitted’ motion was read in its entirety 

Motion 11 

Synopsis -  Creation of 2 strands of membership- High performance  & Sporting within current membership 
profile to allow for services that offer value for money for the majority rather than the minority. 
 
“Boards Official Response -Motion 11: The board does not support this resolution. This stream of 
membership would have difficulty in being able to be measured from a performance perspective, and is 
considered to be impractical in current circumstances. EA is also reviewing membership streams already 
with further information available in the New Year which may well cover off this aspect. “ 
Result – Board EV did not support motion, motion defeated 

Sue Inness – Speaking to the Motion (without being offered this opportunity)  :  EV has lost members to 
HRCAV & will continue to do so unless something  changes. Need to address the needs of the majority of 
members  i.e. riders 25- 70 yrs who are not high performance &/or young riders and offer value for 
membership money so that these members receive services and see a point in joining EV. 
 
Board Chairs  ( Barry Roycroft) Comment- EA is currently undertaking membership review. The States 
must follow the EA membership categories and cannot implement their own categories.  
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Sue Inness requested the opportunity to reply to this comment from Barry Roycroft as the EV constitution 
15.1 allows the board to run EV business as they see fit and the EA constitution does not ................. 
 
Barry Roycroft – Did not permit Sue Inness to complete her comment saying that she had already spoken 
for over 5 minutes to the motion  and that there was a lot more business to conduct during the meeting. 
Sue Inness – Replied that she did not like being ‘Bullied’ 

See NOTES10 

Barry Roycroft – Replied that if we are talking bullies, then Sue Inness’ use of social media was bullying. 

Motion 12 

Synopsis - ( relied on Motion 11 succeeding) Creation of 2 strands of membership- High performance  & 
Sporting  Constitutional Change – definitions  

Intention of motion – - Required in constitution if motion 11 succeeded 

“Boards Official Response -Motion 12: The Board does not support this resolution. The definitions 
appear as presented to be too vague. “ 

Result- motion defeated when put to vote  (irrelevant as 11 defeated) 

Motion 13 

Synopsis - Allow members to inspect membership register : Freedom of information, staying informed , web 
Publication of membership  streams  numbers ( not identifying personal information)  – Dressage cards, 
registrations, full members, junior members ,Horse registrations,  SJ cards etc .  

Intention of motion  Would assist with budgeting and running the EV Business, i.e. to service customers a 
company needs to know the customers profile and needs.  Members would be informed , with facts ( transparency)   

“Boards Official Response -Motion 13: This resolution is not supported on the grounds of privacy of the 
member’s information. “ 
 

See NOTES 11 

 
Result- Board EV did not support motion, motion defeated when put to vote 

Motion 14  

Synopsis -Members of the EV Board must have first-hand experience with Equestrian sport  

Intention of motion – Logical that if you are administering a specialised sport you should have some 
knowledge of that particular sport. 
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“Boards Official Response - Motion 14: This resolution is not supported, on the basis that its definition is 
too vague and how do we define “exposure to Equestrian”. On the basis of how this has been worded it 
is not supported. “ 

Result- Board EV did not support motion, motion defeated 

Question from the floor asked for the boards reasons for not supporting this motion as it would appear to 
be advantageous to EV board membership. Can’t remember the answer 
 
Question from the floor- How would you identify sufficient first hand equestrian experience? 
Comment from the floor – The interview for the board position should make this self evident. 

Motion 15 

Synopsis -Directors and vested interests, requirement to tender for items/services over $5,000. Prevention 
of multiple single family members on Board. Create a new standing committee for new strand of 
membership –Sporting members   

Intention of motion –  Intended to prevent a repeat of the recent EA  events where a board member was 
awarded a contract with no competition and was not able to deliver the product. 

“Boards Official Response - Motion 15: This motion is not supported. It is considered unworkable to have 
the conditions covered as detailed in the motion. “ 

Result- Board EV did not support motion due to inclusion of sporting members & HP members ( motions 
11 & 12 defeated) , motion 15 defeated.  

Request by Sue Inness to amend motion and delete clause relating to sporting members & HP, then motion 
re voted on – Chair declined, said all motions must be presented to the meeting exactly as written. 

Motion 16 

Synopsis -Financial Reporting- clear accounting, proportional allocation of expenditure to the new 
sporting/high performance membership strands.  

Intention of motion –   To ensure that IF the new membership strands were created that EV funds and 
resources would be allocated fairly . 

“Boards Official Response -Motion 16: The Board does not support this resolution; on the basis that how 
would it work for areas such as Interschools.” 

Result- I formally withdrew motion -  irrelevant as 11  and 12 defeated  

Motion 17 

Synopsis -EV members should be entitled to inspect the associations books and records with 48 hrs notice . 
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Intention of motion –   To help  prevent the current situation where EV finances are so close to the wire 
that it current viability is in question (see “On Going” heading and comments in Auditors Notes for EV 2012 
Financial Report) 

“Boards Official Response - Motion 17: This motion is not supported. If the accounts already have an 
independent audit and accounting process, and are published why do we need to change? Also 
questions asked by any member in writing would be answered now if requested. “ 

Result- Board EV did not support motion, motion defeated 

See NOTES 12 

Motion 18 

Synopsis -A director with any vested in a company/ business being considered as a supplier must not be 
permitted to discuss, argue or vote on such a matter   

Intention of motion – To ensure integrity and good governance by future boards, to prevent a repeat of 
the recent EA  events where a board member was awarded a contract with no competition and was not 
able to deliver the product. 

“Boards Official Response - Motion 18: This resolution is not supported. “ 

See NOTES 13 

Result- Board EV did not support motion, motion defeated 

Motion 19 

Synopsis -Directors- vested Interests- can’t vote, debate/speak on issue 

Intention of motion –  Similar and supporting motion 18, further clarifies the position of directors actions 
where there are vested interests. 

“Boards Official Response - Motion 19: This resolution would be supported by the Board and agrees 
here. “ 

Result- Board EV supported motion, motion carried  

Motion 20 

Synopsis -Directors –vested Interests – delete 18.6 - no need to  declare interest once  must be declared 
every time the  situation arises . 

“Boards Official Response - Motion 20: This resolution would be supported by the Board and agrees 
here. “ 

Result- Board EV supported motion, motion carried  
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Motion 21 

Synopsis -Financial  Reporting specified in more detail- Grants & sponsorship detailed, Travel & 
accommodation detailed, items over $1000 not permitted in miscellaneous /sundry category. Requirement 
for more accountability and fairer distribution of resources to the members, user pays – user receives 
ratio.   

Intention of motion –   Requirement for more financial accountability and transparency 

“Boards Official Response - Motion 21: This resolution is not supported by the Board, it encompasses 
high Performance and Sporting Members and this membership stream has not been supported earlier.”  

Result- Board EV did not support motion as motions 11  and 12 defeated & included within this motion, 
motion defeated  

See NOTES 14 

Motions  22- 26 

These motions were not permitted to be tabled at the EV AGM – Reason EV Constitution Part V- Board  
15.1 ( see NOTES 34) below 

Synopsis -EV seek Application of Motions 22- 26 to Equestrian Australia -  Financial responsibility, clarity 
and fairness. If motions  14c, 15, 16,19,21  above are ratified at the EV AGM and members see fit, these 
motions should also apply to EA.   

“Boards Official Response -Motions 22 to 32: fall outside the powers as noted earlier, and a general 
discussion re these will be held. “ 

See NOTES 15 

Motion 30 

Synopsis -Motion requiring EV annual financial report to be published prior to AGM so that members have 
time to analyse it before ratifying it at the meeting 

Result – My memory has failed me here, I think that this motion didn’t go to a vote as EV has undertaken 
this task for this year’s meeting and citing constitution rule 15.1 see NOTES 34 . Also see Chris Hartigans 
motions  

See NOTES 16 

Motion 31 

Synopsis Motion requiring more logical allocation of expenditure categories in annual financial report for 
EV  so that members can see exactly where spending is made, not simply a grand total  

Result – My memory has failed me here, I think that this motion didn’t go to a vote as EV has undertaken 
this task for this year’s meeting. Also see Chris Hartigans motions  
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See NOTES 17 

Motion 32 

Synopsis  Alter EV constitution and/or Memorandum of Understanding between EA and the State 
Branches so that EV members have the right to nominate and then select by popular vote the candidate 
they wish to stand for the EA board as the EV nominated candidate 

Intention of motion –   More input permitted by State (Branch) members in EA business 

Result – My memory has failed me here, I think that this motion didn’t go to a vote . Also see Chris 
Hartigans motions  

See NOTES 18 

Motion 33 
This motion didn’t exist. 
 

Motion 34 
Synopsis –EV  Members permitted to put motions  re EV business in general, other than those pertaining 
to EV constitutional change, at EV AGM 
Intention of motion –  Overrides EV constitutional rule 15.1 and allows EV members the opportunity for 
input in the running of their association. see NOTES 34 
“Boards Official Response Additional motion 34 (there was no 33): The Board does not support this 
motion. The motion doesn’t specify any timeframes for lodgement of information.” 

See NOTES 19 

 

Result- Memory issue again here, probably battle fatigue!. I think this was the result-  Board EV did not 
support motion, motion defeated 

See NOTES 20 

 

Motion 35 
Synopsis –  Supporting motion 34 
Intention of motion –  Overrides EV constitutional rule 15.1 and allows EV members the opportunity 
for input in the running of their association. see NOTES 34 

Result- Memory issue again here. I think this was the result-  Board EV did not support motion, 

motion defeated 

“Boards Official Response “ - Additional motion 35: This motion is not supported on the grounds the 
previous motion is also not supported and they are linked. “ 

See NOTES 21 

Motion 36 
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Synopsis –  Insert in EV Constitution a job description, performance indicators, targets and reports for 
the EV CEO 
Intention of motion –  To prevent a repeat of recent history, standard business practice and good 
governance, protecting members into the future 
 
Greg Pratt commented that membership should be assured that he will have a clear job description. 
 
Sue Inness spoke to this motion saying that this procedure is simply good business practice and 
undertaken by most successful businesses. Not directed at Greg Pratt but at all future EV CEO’s 
 

Result- Memory issue again here, I think this was the result-  Board EV did not support motion, 
motion defeated 
 
“Boards Official Response  - Additional motion 36: This motion is not supported as described. It is felt 
the Board already does this and has the power to terminate a CEO with all legal considerations taken 
into account. “ 

See NOTES 22 

Motion 37 
Synopsis –  Insert in EV Constitution that EV is a member focused organisation that will seek and act on 
members input 
Intention of motion –  To prevent a repeat of recent history, transparency, right of members to have 
direct input in their association 
 
“Boards Official Response  -Additional motion 37: This motion is not supported. It is felt the avenues 
are already available for any member to have input as suggested. “ 
 

Result- Memory issue again here, probably battle fatigue!.  Board EV did not support motion, motion 
defeated 

See NOTES 23 

Motion 38 
Synopsis –  Insert in EV Constitution rules disallowing the presence multiple members of the same 
family on boards/ committees / as employees. Requirement for suitable qualifications in all instances.  
Intention of motion –  To prevent a repeat of recent history, prevent nepotism, similar to vested 
interests but in regard to family members. No more ‘jobs for the boys’ without correct qualifications 
and no more monopolies! 
 
“Boards Official Response  -Additional motion 38: This motion is not supported. Primarily due to the 
sub clause (iv). We have input into what EA does, but don’t solely control EA.” 
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Result- Memory issue again here,  I think this was the result-  Board EV did not support motion, 
motion defeated 
 
At a point during the motions Berni Saunders made the comment that Sue Inness had submitted these 
motions in good faith in an attempt to assist EV, she had put her name to everything and was expecting 
nothing personally beneficial as a result of her actions and had only the best interests of the association 
at heart. 
At some point during the voting for the motions Chris Hartigan commented that many of the motions 
had arisen as a result of Jacqui  Woodheads time as CEO and may now be extraneous to needs 
 
See NOTES 37 (out of numerical order, sorry) 
 
At a point during the motions Barry Roycroft admonished Sue Inness for not phoning him to discuss 
issues as his phone number was in the phone book, instead of using social media and submitting 
motions. Barry thanked Berni Saunders for communicating with him. 
 
Barry also made it clear that there were 2 positions available on the board this election and no 
nominations. 

See NOTES 24 

GENERAL BUSINESS 

See NOTES 25 

Motions tabled by Chris Hartigan ( Disallowed by the Board as Motions, discussion 
points only) 

See NOTES 26 

1) That all future EV Annual General Meetings be scheduled to take place on a weekend which would give the 
country members and those members who work 9 – 5  the opportunity to attend. 

 
Chairs Comment - Board did not support this ‘suggestion’ . Historical basis – when past AGM’s have been run 
on weekends no one attended, when changed to weekday nights some members attended. 
 

“Boards official response-  This motion is not supported on the basis that the majority of feedback has been 
that our members are competing on weekends and would have less chance attending weekend meeting as 
opposed to mid-week.” 

 
 

2) That all future EV Annual General Meetings  be scheduled to take place before the EA AGM so that EV 
Members have an opportunity to indicate to the current & duly elected EV Board for whom they wish EV 
Board to vote. 

 
“Boards official response-  The board supports this motion” 
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 See NOTES 27 

3) That the EV Audited Financial Reports pertaining to the upcoming and all future EV Annual General Meeting 
Financial Reports be available on the EV Website 5 days prior to the AGM so that Members have an 
opportunity to peruse said document prior to being asked to vote on the acceptance of the Report. 

 
“Boards official response-  The board supports this motion” 
 
This was undertaken for the 2011-2012 financial reports, with thanks to Greg Pratt  
 

 
4) That the EV Audited Financial Reports include separate  Income & Expenditure Reports for the following: 

a) Barastoc Horse of the Year 
b) National Horse of the Year 
c) Dressage Festival 
d) Dressage & Show Jumping with the Stars 
e) Melbourne Three Day Event 
f) Hamag Young Rider 
g) Interschool 
h) Show  Jumping Young Rider Championship 
i) Various Squads 

 
This was undertaken for the 2011-2012 financial reports, with thanks to Greg Pratt 
“Boards official response-  The board supports this motion and in essence makes comment that that is how 
the financials have been presented.”  

 
 

5) That the EV Audited Financial Reports include the current  Audited Financial Reports for Werribee Park 
National Equestrian Centre given that EV is a share holder in said Centre. 
 

“Boards official response-  This motion is supported, subject to agreement from WPNEC Board which has been 
obtained. “ 

 
6) That the EV Audited Financial Reports include the current Audited Financial Reports of the  organisation 

and/or company known as Friends of Werribee Park or Friends of Werribee South Inc, whichever is the 
correct terminology for the group. (There are two groups with similar names with two different ABN on the 
Government site) 
 

“Boards official response-This motion is not supported. On the basis the registered organisation Friends of 
Werribee Park, is in no way linked to WPNEC. The “Friends of Werribee”, are a group formed from the 
constitution of WPNEC, and don’t require separate registration. The accounts are maintained separately and 
are then consolidated in the reports provided.  

 
Regarding the questions submitted to EV for General Business at the EV AGM  by Sue Inness re Equnect: 
Barry Roycroft read a communication from the EA Board stating that the future of Equnect was un-decided and 
the EV Board was in the process of evaluating and deciding on the future direction of the ICT project. No 
questions/discussion was permitted by the Chair. 
See NOTES 28 

Regarding the motions submitted to EV  by Sue Inness re EA:  
 
“Boards Official Response: MOTIONS 2 TO 6 and 8 to 10 Fall outside the powers of the members of 
EV, and any vote in relation to these would not bind the association. They also relate to EA so a 
further discussion will take place on the night of the AGM re these. 
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See NOTES 38 
 

Questions posed by Sue Inness re EV and Werribee Park 
EV answers to questions posed by Sue Inness re items in the 2011 financial report and Werribee Park 
EV posted answers to these questions on the EV website.  Strangely, this document did not also contain 
the questions themselves so interpreting required some cross referencing which I have only managed 
to do after the AGM 

 
Barry Roycroft advised the meeting that these answers had been posted on the web and asked if I was 
satisfied with them. 

 
My response was that I had only seen this document at the start of this meeting when a copy was 
handed to me as I was un-aware that it was available on the EV website. 
 
Barry Commented that ‘Polo’ was now contributing to WPNEC more equitably than they had in the 
past. 
Reg Cleeland commented that the support of Polo as a partner with EV was key to gaining WPNEC in 
the first place. 

See NOTES 29 

 

Regarding the Statement of Comprehensive Income for the year ended 30 June 2011 
as tabled at the 2011 EV AGM: 

Q 36 Q36 ITEM- Bad and doubtful debts $23,213 -  What is this sum for, what 
efforts have been made to recoup this sum?  

A 36 Q36 - No answer provided 

Q 37 Q37 ITEM – Catering and Refreshments $212,371  What does this category of 
expenditure include as it is very high? Is it included in the Event Expenses on 
pg 22?  

A 37 Q 37: Catering costs are broken down in the following summary:  
  

Barastoc  $28,676.00   
Sponsorship $118.00   
Dressage Festival $16,994.00   
Dressage and Jumping with the Stars  $46,369.00   
Dressage Judge Committee $111.00   
Dressage Fundraiser  $673.00   
Dressage Sub Committee  $333.00   
Young Rider Dressage Squad $6,745.00   
Dressage Young Rider Champs $5,161.00   
Melb 3DE  $50,062.00   
Eventing Open Squad  $158.00 
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Eventing State Squad  $912.00   
Interschools Champs $2,540.00   
Jumping Education Officials $431.00   
Jumping Interschools $200.00   
Interschools Sub Committee $483.00   
 Jumping Spring Show $1,027.00   
Jumping Senior Squad $28.00   
Jumping Vic Teams $4,841.00   
NCAS Clinic $507.00   
NCAS Sub Committee $171.00   
Showhorse Newcomer  $1,458.00   
Showhorse National Show  $19,605.00   
Showhorse Sub Committee $2,008.00   
Showhorse Spring Show $169.00   
Showhorse State Titles  $1,535.00   
Showhorse Tatura $36.00   
Showhorse WPNEC $181.00   
Vic Admin  $3,208.00   
Vic Young Ambassador $2,138.00   
Vic Ambassador Dinner $13,155.00   
Vic Medical Control Program  $550.00   
Vic Masters Games $1,019.00   

TOTAL $211,602.00 
Q 38 Q38  ITEM – Donations – 2011 - $71,958  Who received this /these donations 

and why? ( This appeared not to be a Bush fire victims donation as these 
were listed in the 2009 report) 

A 38 Q38: Donations: $71958-  
These principal beneficiary of this was Catherine Quilty who received 
$61,162-. Barastoc Sub Committee also donated $10796 to WPNEC. 

 
Greg clarified that Catherine is an injured rider that the show jumpers ran a 
fund-raiser for. There were no costs to EV to run the fundraiser and the 
donation raised simply provided a place for the cash to 'rest' until it went to 
Catherine 

Q 39 Q39    * ITEM- Event Expenses - $472,295   2011.   Up  by $142,436 .00 in 
2010. What was this substantial increase caused by? 

A 39 Increases were in Wrist bands, Stationary, Music, Plants, and Decorations.      

Q 40 Q40   Does this fee include hire of Werribee park for EV run events or is the 
hire of the WP venue included in another item? 

    

A 40 Q40: Yes it does include hire of WPNEC.     
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Q 41 Q41   Could you please outline what this item includes as major event 
expenses such as Ticketing, Sponsor Costs, Sashes, medallions and trophies, 
rental expenses, catering and refreshments, course building, judges 
expenses, rental and hire expenses are listed separately on this page. 

    

A 41 Q41: It includes Staff, Sound Equipment, Backdrops, Photography and some 
Trade Village expenses.  

    

Q 42 Q42   * ITEM  - Facility Fee to Werribee Park   -  I note that this fee rose by  
$31, 850 .00 in 2011 from the 2010 figures, what was this increase for?  
Does this fee include the rental of office space and meeting rooms at 
Werribee Park, does it include hire of the facility for EV/ EA run events such 
as Dressage With The Stars? 

    

A 42 Q42: This increase was due to increased rates charged by WPNEC. No this fee 
does not include the rental of office space. 

    

Q43  Q43    *ITEM – Venue Hire –  $50,000.00   Is this a venue other than at 
Werribee Park? What was this for?   

    

A 43 Q43: Venue Hire Other: This is for WPNEC Qtrly Levy $22205, Venue Hire 
Other Wpnec $28149-. 

    
Q 44 Q 44- ITEM  pg 3 – Sponsors Costs - $86,313  -What items are sponsors 

costs?  Pg 23 lists sponsors costs as $20,645 , why the discrepancy? 
    

A 44 Q44: This is the combination of the two sponsor costs recorded on page 23 
being $65668 plus the $20645 = $86313-. 

    

Q45 Q45-ITEMS- Sashes, medallions and trophies - $76,209  and Prize Expenses - 
$87,501  (Total $163,710) What shows/events were these two items for? 

    

A 45 Q45: Sashes, Medallions and Trophy’s: made up of primarily of-     
  

Barastoc $16,142.00   
Dressage Festival $2,464.00   
Dressage and Jumping with the Stars  $9,445.00   
Dressage Young Rider Champs $4,276.00   
Melb 3DE  $18,995.00   
Eventing Sub Committee  $360.00   
Interschools $4,227.00   
Interschools Sub Committee  $534.00   
Jumping Interschools  $349.00   
Jumping Spring Show $8,970.00 
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Showhorse Newcomer $6,000.00   
Showhorse National $5,581.00   
Showhorse State Titles  $5,909.00   
Vic Admin  $500.00   
Vic Young Ambassador $195.00   
Interschool Nationals  $580.00   
Jumping Young Rider Squad  $680.00   
Showhorse Equitana  $1,900.00   

TOTAL $87,107.00     
 

See NOTES 30 :  

Q 46 Q 46- ITEM- Travel and Accommodation - $152,173  - Whilst no one expects 
board, committee and sub-committee members to pay their own way for 
essential EV business this sum appears to be extremely high. Could you 
outline who these costs were attributed to and what travel and 
accommodation this was for? 

A 46 Q46: Travel & Accommodation: This relates to costs etc. at Events and is 
detailed as follows:  

  
Barastoc $17,999.00   
Dressage Clinic  $555.00   
Dressage Festival $27,421.00   
Dressage & Jumping with the Stars  $38,834.00   
Young Rider Dressage  $409.00   
Dressage Young Rider Champs $5,499.00   
Melb 3DE $18,063.00   
Eventing Open Squad  $90.00   
Eventing Sib Committee $1,135.00   
Eventing State Squad  $115.00   
Jumping Education Officials  $265.00   
Interschools Sub Committee  $545.00   
Jumping Spring Show $418.00   
Jumping Senior Squad  $218.00   
NCAS Sub Committee  $1,921.00   
Showhorse Newcomer $5,173.00   
Showhorse Nationals  $2,603.00   
Showhorse Tatura  $90.00   
Showhorse WPNEC  $146.00   

Vic Admin $23,704.00   
Vic Young Ambassador $327.00   
Vic Young Ambassador Dinner  $680.00   
Interschools National $539.00   
Jumping Young Rider Squad $498.00   
Showhorse Measuring $560.00 
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Jumping subcommittee $361.00   

TOTALS $148,168.00     
 

See NOTES 31  

Q 47 Q 47 - ITEM – Other Expenses - $128,918  pg 3-   This is a substantial sum of 
money, what was it for and why doesn’t it fit into other categories?  Page 23 
lists Other Expenditure as $65,600 , why the discrepancy? 

A 47 Q47: Other Expenses $128918-.  
These are detailed as follows: 

 
X  Allowances and Honorariums  $11,336.00  
  Audit and accounting fees $19,900.00  
X Bank charges $24,794.00  
  information Technology Expenses $7,247.00  
  Meeting expenses $41.00  
  Cleaning $3,810.00  
X Consulting fees $9,193.00  
  Dressage Test levy  $491.00  
  Floral tributes $609.00  
X Freight Paid $979.00  
  Fuel  $8,508.00  
X General Expenses $4,437.00  
X MCO Program $13,359.00  
  Repairs and Maintenance $12,345.00  
  Staff Amenities $8,705.00  
  Staff Training  $630.00  
X  Subscriptions  $5,232.00  
  Swabbing Costs $13,496.00  
  Utilities, Water Power Light $10,259.00  
  Workcover $265.00  
  TOTAL $155,636.00     

Q 48 Q 48- ITEM – Page 22  Allowances /honorariums - $11,336  What were these 
for and who received them? 

A 48 Q48: This amount has $6000- paid to Brice Chamberlain, $2273- to Alan 
Bruno for Barastoc and a number of members of the Dressage Selectors, 
Judges Committee and EV Stewards received amount with the highest 
individual amount paid being $365-, and some $50-.  

 
*WERRIBEE PARK  -  Questions arising from these items:     

Q 49 Could you please outline the relationship between EV and the Werribee Park 
Management? 

  
No Answer Provided 
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Q 50 How does the relationship between EV and WP work when they share a CEO 
and manager? Where there is a conflict of interest re dates, costs or other 
relating to Werribee Parks hire by EV , how is this resolved when the decision 
maker is the same person as the customer? 

  
No Answer Provided 

 

Q 51 a. Re Rule 19 in the EV Constitution: 
 
19. DELEGATED POWERS AND DUTIES 
19.1 Chief Executive 
19.1 (d) Chief Executives’ Interests 
The Chief Executive is disqualified from holding any place of profit or position 
of employment in the Association, or in any company or incorporated 
association in which the Association is a shareholder or otherwise interested, 
or from contracting with the Association either as vendor, purchaser or 
otherwise. Any contract or arrangement in which the Chief Executive is in 
any way interested which is entered into by or on behalf of the Association 
will be voided for such reason. 
 
Doesn’t the current situation where the CEO of EV and the manager or WP 
contravene this rule?   

No Answer Provided 
 

Q 52 Is there a clear delineation of responsibilities  regarding the manager of  WP 
and the CEO of EV? 

  
No Answer Provided 

 

Q 53 Is the position of CEO of EV a full time position? If yes, how does this equate 
with the same person being the manager of Werribee Park? What is the 
weekly time division for each position? Is there a clear job description for 
each position? 

  
No Answer Provided 

 

Q 54 Does EV have job descriptions and yearly performance reviews for their paid 
employees? 

  
No Answer Provided 

 

A 49, 
50, 51, 
52, 53 , 

54 

Q49, Q50, Q51, Q52, Q53 and Q54.  
There will be discussion re the answers here.  

See NOTES 32 -  

Q 55 Q 55- Could you please confirm if EV has contributed financially to new 
infrastructure / maintenance at Werribee Park in any financial year, what are 
they and where are they shown in the associations figures in previous years 
or 2011 figures  e.g. Asphalting of main driveway, measuring stand, etc. 

A55 Q55: In the 2011 financial year EV contributed the following amounts to 
Infrastructure to the WPNEC.  
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Labour and purchases for Measuring stand $5,153.00   
Repairs and labour to Boom Gates, dressage 
letters, measuring stand 

$850.00 

  
Aerator Rake and frame & roller stand $16,500.00   
Blue Seal 6 burner Oven  $3,630.00   

TOTAL $26,133.00     

Q 56 Q 56- If EV pays for facility upgrade/ maintenance,  does EV and EV run 
events,  hire the facilities at a reduced rate / get preferential treatment as 
per booking dates? 

    

A 56 Q56. In this financial year there is not a reduced rate applied to EV, They 
were charged at the same rate other organisations were charged. 

    

Q 57 Q57:Has the WP venue hire fee ( for EV events) been increased  ( other than 
standard COL  increases) as a result of improved infrastructure? If so , does 
EV gain any advantage from improving infrastructure and then having to hire 
at increased rates due to some improvements they have funded? 

    

A 57 Q57: It’s my understanding that historically the fee was not increased as a 
result of improved infrastructure. EV does not gain any advantage from 
improving the infrastructure in terms of the fees it is charged by WPNEC.  

    

Q 58 Q58: In 2012 there was an issue with the maintenance of the horse 
ambulance, lack of green screens and procedure following the death of a 
horse at an official event. Is the horse ambulance working and in full repair, 
is there a maintenance schedule for it? Are there now green screens 
available ? Is there a defined procedure when there is a horse death / severe 
injury at Werribee Park?  

    
A 58 Q58: The horse ambulance is working, there are screens and there is a 

defined procedure when there is a horse death on the property.  

    
Q 59 Q59: Why doesn’t Werribee Park have the local hospital, doctors, vet  

addresses, contact details displayed prominently on a sign at the venue? 

    
A 59 Q59: This is something we can look at for sure, and we can also look to 

ensure our website has it.  

 

NOTES 33 
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At some point during the meeting a member congratulated Greg Pratts initiative re getting the WPNEC 
centre stable floors concreted and how much this was appreciated by competitors. 

Barry Roycroft commented that there was still a concrete ‘apron’ to be done yet 

Meeting Closed at around 9:40pm 

NOTES 

Anything classed as NOTES is a comment from myself and did not form part of the meeting. 

  

NOTES 2- I admit here that I read the first couple of pages of last years’ minutes in the 4 
minutes available to me before they had to be voted on and did not accept that the minutes as 
tabled represented an accurate record of proceedings. In particular “There were several line 
items (ref financial report) Jackie Woodhead was asked to explain, which she did”. 

I contest that Jackie Woodhead was able to explain most of the questioned line items.  There was 
extensive questioning from the floor on financial items that Jackie was rarely able to explain, 
‘explain’ meaning not simply identify the item but qualify the reasoning behind the 
expenditure/loss. Her overall answer was ‘here are the financial records, you are welcome to 
inspect them’. (If the CEO can’t ‘explain’ the finances, who can?). 

I also note that in the 2011 minutes none of the disciplines reports had the presenters names 
against them. 

Most alarmingly, there was no evidence or indications in these minutes or reports of the 
‘concern’ for the EV business that Barry Roycroft claimed was evident to the board even before 
the 2011 AGM. What about the issue of ‘Transparency’ of governance to the members? In my  
opinion this ‘concern’  (see the unofficial 2012 chairman’s report following) was not evident in 
the actual proceedings on that night, however there was a lot of thanking and congratulating! I 
would interpret this as either the board was not aware of serious governance/financial issues or 
chose to not signal/reveal these issues to members! 

Though the 2011 EV AGM minutes note that Grant Baldock would cover the ICT Platform after 
the EV AGM, I must question the tactics of not including his report and the ensuing discussion 
within the body of the EV AGM in general business, especially considering the level of concern 
exhibited by EV members ( and,  in hind-sight the financial disaster and governance debacle that 

Equnect was/is.) ...Transparency! 

Why didn’t I publicly not accept these minutes if they are not accurate ? 

 Because the tense atmosphere at the AGM was not at all receptive to any further input from me 
and I have done enough! 

BACK 
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NOTES 3 

Here is the explanation of the “Proxy Vote “ situation as posted on the EV website 

“Clarification of Proxy Voting for AGM 
Iole Brzozek, Monday, 10 December 2012 

I just wanted to clarify the process for proxy voting for the AGM. 

Members of an association do not have the right to vote by proxy.  The rules of the 
association reveal whether the members have that right, so we must look to the EV 
constitution. 

The EV constitution (see rule 14.1) specifies that each of Affiliate Members, Individual 
Members, Life Members and Honorary Life Members are entitled to vote at the AGM .  
However, sub-rules 14.2 (a) and (b) specify that: 

a.  only affiliate Members, via their Delegates, are entitled to give a proxy (see rule 14.2 (a); 
and 

b.  all other voting Members must vote in person at the AGM (see rule 14.2 (a).  Proxies 
received from these Members will not amount to valid votes. 

The timing of closure of proxies rule 14.2 (b) (ii) of the constitution is clear.  Proxies cannot 
be accepted within 48 hours of the meeting. 

I trust this now clarifies the voting procedure for the AGM. 

I have received three proxy voting forms at the office from individuals only and I will contact 
these members to clarify the above position as per the constitution. 

Greg Pratt” 

Comment by Sue Inness – Clearly  I was asleep at the wheel when this undemocratic rule slipped into the EV 
Constitution. The various rules in the EV constitution make any possibility of altering the constitution to permit 
more members input, virtually impossible.  

If members think that sub committees have input , and therefore members have input, think again. I have been 
told (unconfirmed) that committee members ( at least the Showhorse committee did, not sure about the others) 
have to sign a confidentiality agreement. So much for communicating with the members that these people 
purport to represent! Additionally, these sub committees do not have any official power re the governance of EV. 

Regarding EV communication with the member who had been awarded these proxy votes, ( myself) I had no direct 
communication from anyone at  EV and had no idea that their ‘ruling’ was up on the EV website until after the 
meeting.  

BACK 
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NOTES 4 Though I was not mentioned directly by name it is doubtful if anyone in the room did not realise 
that the chair was referring to myself.  

In my opinion, because the EA National Board nominations and elections occur at around the same time 
as the EV board nominations, the EV state membership was focused on the National Board. Especially in 
the light of Equnect,  the Olympics and other issues, this was a huge contributor to the lack of 
nominations for the EV Board. I know for a fact that at least one unsuccessful EA nominee would have 
stood for the state board if he had know that he was not successful with the National Board before EV 
board nominations closed.  BACK 

NOTES 5- The issue of transparency arises again here. Why aren’t  members kept informed. Why did it 
take the board 3-4 months before they brought ‘someone’ ( I think that  Greg Pratt joined board in Feb) 
on board to research issues. There is a clear need to react far faster to ‘issues’ and keep membership 
informed and prevent further financial losses.  BACK 

NOTES 6 – The financial report came up again later in the meeting after general business and there was 
more discussion and questions. A member drew the chairs attention to the fact that the financial report 
had not yet been accepted/voted on by the meeting. I cannot remember the financial report being voted 
on in this second section either ( check recording). For convenience I have placed all the 
discussion/questions re finances under the first Financial report heading 

BACK 

NOTES 7 : It must be noted that the board posted its’ response to RESOLUTIONS PROPOSED BY SUE 
INNESS AND CHRIS HARTIGAN sometime after 5pm on Friday 7th. This document could have even been 
published on the EV Website after the AGM, I don’t know. As the proposer of these motions I had no idea 
that this response had been posted as I did not look at the EV web site after 5pm on Friday 7th.  Neither  
the board or CEO communicated their responses to my motions or the presence of this document on the 
web.  Later , when the Chair refers to my lack of communication with him via phone, it cuts both ways, 
and to date I have made all the running regarding written communication to EV. 

As these motions ( except for motions 34 - 39 ) have sat on the table for over 4 months, and if the Board 
was genuine in its’ assertion that they may have supported some of the motions with different wording; 
the board had plenty of time to communicate this to me and give me the opportunity to re word the 
motions accordingly within the timeline for this years’ AGM.  I can only make one assumption from this 
lack of action! 

I’ll include the boards’ responses to my motions  in this document, at the AGM the chair did occasionally 
provide partial  reasons for the boards lack of support but did not mention that they had 
published/would publish a written response on the web. BACK 
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NOTES 8 

It is very difficult for me to take the Chairs comments regarding my motions  as a genuine sentiment . At 
no stage did the board indicate what wording would be acceptable to achieve the boards support ( 
either at the AGM or before)  despite me having submitted the motions 4 months previous to the AGM. 
It was within the chairs capacity to allow some re-wording of motions at the meeting, however this was 
universally refused. 

At no stage was I  ( Sue Inness, the proposer of these motions) invited to speak to the motions I 
proposed.  I believe I spoke to around 4 or 5 motions extremely briefly, only when I insisted that I wished 
to speak; given the results of the voting,  towards the end I gave up! 

The tone of the meeting was set with the first motion when the chair declared straight away that the 
board did not support the motion, only  allowed me to speak to the motion under sufferance and then 
asked for a show of hands for those who did not support the motion.  

This was an extremely aggressive and negative way to handle my motions and virtually ensured that 
they would fail. 

It is clear that this board and future boards needs more guidelines and assistance with running the EV 
business. This is not the first time that EV’s finances have been in such dire straits, without changes in 
governance, nor will it be the last. However it is the first time that they have faced such a membership 
challenge from HRCAV 

To the 6  ( or so ) brave individuals who voted in favour of my motions, I commend your common sense 
and intelligence.  To those at the meeting who either didn’t vote or voted against these motions I warn 
you that unless radical changes are made we will simply get more of the same style of governance and 
financial management as your actions/inactions regarding my motions permit boards to govern in the 
same way into the future.  BACK 

 

NOTES 9: There was absolutely no discussion regarding these EA issues in motions 2 to 6 and 8 to 10,  
other than the Chairs comments regarding the newness of the EA board and the fact that Victoria was 
represented by a most able board member (I  can’t remember her name though) BACK 

NOTES 10: At a later time during this meeting Barry Roycroft admitted that NSW has different 
membership categories, can’t remember what it was in reference to though. Doesn’t this contradict his 
assertion re States having to follow EA membership categories ?  
I have seen one of the earlier drafts of the EA membership review and unless EA has drastically altered 
the new categories there is no way the restructure will address or stem the loss of members.  BACK 
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NOTES  11-  The boards response is not valid as this implementing this motion did not include 
any personal identifying information  BACK 

NOTES 12- What happened to the boards new commitment to transparency? My response to their 
response is “are you kidding! Look at EVs’ finances under this board!” BACK 

NOTES  13  So now there are few safeguards to protect the EV membership from the EA Natalie Nichols-
Equnect style fiasco. If it can happen once, it can happen again! BACK 

NOTES 14- It beggars belief that the board and membership present at the AGM could not see the sense 
in this motion and allow rewording to exclude the new membership categories so that this motion could 
be put to the vote. EV’s current financial situation ( and EA’s) clearly illustrates what happens when 
standard business practices and good governance are not applied! This was a stupid error on my behalf 
for packaging two issues together in one motion. BACK 

NOTES 15 : Absolutely no discussion was held on any of these matters pertaining to either EA or EV in 
general business  BACK 

NOTES 16-  As this was not permitted as a motion, regardless of the current years reports, this practice 
will not bind the board in future years  BACK 

NOTES 17 - See constitution rule 15.1 (see NOTES 34),   .  BACK 

NOTES 18 - See constitution rule 15.1 (see NOTES 34),   . BACK 

NOTES  19-: Boards  response doesn’t make sense as the lodgement of motions time frame is already in 
the constitution BACK 

NOTES 20 -  Astounding that the majority of members at the AGM voted against themselves  having the 
right to direct the EV board  at AGM’s.  They clearly think that the current board has done a good job, 
one has to wonder what a bad job is! BACK 
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NOTES 21 -: Time frame and right for members input into running of EV business are not linked. See my 
note for motion 34 BACK 

NOTES  22- –  I wonder what the board objected to in the wording of this motion. I’m gobsmacked that 
those present did not see the common sense in this one! It is patently clear that the directives in this 
motion this have not been the practice in the past.  The evidence from 2011-2012 is fluorescently clear 
that the board does NOT do this. IF they did this then we may not be in the predicament we are now 
in! By writing these governance and management issues into the constitution the board and members 
are protected in the future and the board is given guidance as to how to run the EV business.  BACK 

 

NOTES  23–  I wonder what the board objected to in the wording of this motion. No idea why those 
present didn’t support this, perhaps someone who was there could enlighten me. The avenues for EV 
member input have been severely curtailed via the EV  and EA constitutions , the Boards attitude and 
confidentiality agreements. BACK 
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NOTES 24  & 25- As I was not given an equal opportunity to reply to this criticism from the chair  I 
wish to claim the right of reply here. 
 
In my opinion, as an EV member I have done everything I could to provide input via the few avenues 
open to me, try to obtain answers, facts and provide positive suggestions to EV. I attended the 
meeting that the board held to inform members about Equnect etc. ( and publicised as such, where 
Equnect was NOT discussed and no questions on Equnect countenanced). 
 
My ‘Sent folder’ has 9 messages addressed to EV CEO, I also copied 2 of these eMails into Barry 
Roycroft.  I have received no direct e mails in return from Barry Roycroft. Barry’s’ comment that his 
phone number is in the phone book demonstrated that he considered it my place to phone him 
personally. However, as Barry’s’ home/mobile number is not published on the EV website, in my 
opinion this clearly shows that members’ phone calls directly to him are not welcome. Even to copy 
him into some e mails meant that I had to source his personal email address from a friend . I also feel 
that private phone calls and meetings between individual members and individual members of 
management creates a whole new level of issues. In the interest of transparency I feel that this 
scenario must play out in the public arena. This is why I have published all my communications to 
and from EV on the web.  Also , if you hold the opinion that the Board is management, then I, as a 
member , am the customer. I have made all the initial communications, surely it’s the position of the 
‘management to contact the customer’ now?  
 
To date all written responses back from EV to myself as a result of my initial communications and 
motions have either been to acknowledge receipt or have a very negative response and legal councils 
opinion.  The Board did not even pay me the courtesy of letting me know that their responses to my 
motions and questions had been published on the EV website!  This does not encourage me to 
contact a 3 time Olympian that I do not personally know, who clearly does not support anything I 
have to say. 
 
I attended last years’ AGM and questioned the finances extensively, though the 2011 minutes do not 
record this ( in hindsight , last years’ financials were just a pre-cursor to what was to follow in 2012). 
I could not , and still don’t see why, the board didn’t act on the finances then, rather than waiting 
almost 12 months and contributing to making the situation worse. ‘Blind Freddy could see there 
were serious issues’. 
 
The way last years’ AGM was chaired ( closing the AGM before Equnect was discussed – no record in 
the minutes) gave me no confidence in the EV Chair and placed me in a highly defensive mode as the 
concept of transparency was trampled, omissions were plentiful and the truth got a fair hiding too re 
Equnect!  

I attended the meeting that the board held to inform members about Equnect etc. ( and publicised as 
such, where Equnect was NOT discussed and no questions countenanced). Which is exactly what 
happened at this years’ EV AGM, despite my questions being formally tabled for general Business 
and having assurances that they would be discussed. 

BACK 
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NOTE 26 - As the board did not permitted these motions as ‘official  motions’ (see NOTES 34),  regardless 
of the current years’ actions , this will not bind boards in future years. There was no vote from the 
members attending the meeting. BACK 

 

NOTES  27-– Fascinating that the board supported this motion with its current vague wording when they knocked 
back nearly all my motions, many on the basis of ‘wording’. Exactly how do the members indicate to the current & 
duly elected EV Board for whom they wish EV Board to vote for? Having said this, thank goodness for ‘small’ 
victories, well done Chris BACK 

 
NOTES 28 -:  As the proposer of these questions ( I won’t re publish the questions here, they are available on my 
website) I do not accept that this response was adequate or showed  the boards  commitment to transparency. 
Why? 
 
The EV  membership has the right to know what exactly went on with Equnect/ ICT project and what it’s true 
identity is as this was one of the primary reasons why EA is facing extreme financial difficulties. The questions 
were not directed at the future but rather seeking an explanation of the recent past, primarily to inform branch 
members and ensure that the new board was briefed on the recent past. 
 
Not all the tabled questions referred to Equnect but were equally dismissed 
 
Why didn’t I call a point of order at the AGM? Battle fatigue and lack of majority support from the members at the 
meeting.  BACK 

 

NOTES 29- : Since the AGM I have had the time to put the EV answers and questions together , along 
with my comments. See Following, many answers raise more questions and should provide a starting 
point for  ‘tightening the financial belt’ and analysing where problems lie BACK 

 

NOTES 30 : This answer accounts for $87,107, the second sum -  Sashes, medallions and trophies - $76,209 is not 
accounted for. The total sum of  $163,710 is a lot of $'s spent on these items for events that have largely been in 
the red! Hello !!! BACK 

NOTES 31 : At the very least, an analysis of these expenses should assist the  board and committees with where 
they can make savings to help get EV back in black BACK 

NOTES 32 - There was no discussion / answers to Q49, Q50, Q51, Q52, Q53 and Q54. either in the document 
posted on the internet by EV or at the EV AGM BACK 
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NOTES 33 : Regarding Barry Roycrofts repeated comments about the EV Board elections and the lack of 
nominations-  as I stated earlier - In my opinion, because the EA National Board nominations and elections 
occur at around the same time as the EV board nominations, the EV state membership was focusing on the 
national Board. Especially in the light of Equnect,  the Olympics and other issues, this was a huge 
contributor to the lack of nominations for the EV Board. 

By inference it appeared to me that Barry was suggesting that if I had so much to say that I should have 
nominated for the board. 

I had several reasons for not nomination for the board. Whilst I am sure I have relevant  the skills, some 
people simply need to be realistic about their personality, I’m one of them. I don’t ‘Play well with others’, I 
don’t compromise easily or form easy alliances,  my honesty and ideas come across as aggressive where I 
am simply passionate and committed. I’ve sat on several committees ( including one EV committee for 4 
years) and this has been my experience. Often you can do more from a ‘devils advocate ‘ position than by 
joining management. 

Additionally, I am running my own business and establishing a property with a recently built house, getting 
back into riding 2 horses after 11 years break ( at 58 this is not easy!) , so my time is allocated. 

 I also didn’t nominate because no-one has ever suggested I stand for the board and offered to nominate 
me. After tonight’s performance from the board and the members present at the AGM there is also no way 
that I would have been elected onto the board as I clearly have no support. I am equally sure that I would 
not have been able to work with the current board, nor they with me. 

The excuse that ‘ members’  can nominate/be nominated for the EV Board’  and that this action  represents 
the members’ ability for  input,  is totally un-realistic.  If you agree with this argument then the parallels 
with Australian Government would say that the population cannot criticise their government or call them to 
task as members of  the public had the ability to seek election! 

After the AGM I spoke with Barry and explained part of  my rationale for not seeking nomination for the EV 
board. I also offered my services to the board as a consultant. Barry’s reply was ‘ we may take you up on 
that’. Time will tell but I’m not holding my breath! 

Regarding  boards in general: I commend people who place their services on the line for no fiscal rewards. 
It’s a difficult and thankless job . But accepting a nomination is voluntary ,  board members also need to be 
realistic about the skills they bring to a board, their personalities strengths and weaknesses and never lose 
sight of the people and purposes they serve; if you can’t do this then don’t volunteer for a board. If you can’t 
graciously accept constructive criticism, get off the board! 

Being a volunteer does NOT absolve Board members from being accountable to the membership. I would 
also like to add that a little bit of humility , gracious acceptance of deserved criticism, accepting change and 
adopting intelligent and well meaning suggestions from members would go a long way to healing the elitist 
culture of EV management.   BACK 
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NOTES 34 
See below for EV Constitution  15.1 excerpt that this letter refers to. 
The only power EV Branch members have regarding EA is via the EV Branch delegate and the branch 
delegate has limited powers as EA is run by the Board. BUT the EV Branch does not necessarily have their 
nominated candidate elected to the board. 
The ONLY OFFICIAL POWER EV BRANCH MEMBERS have at an AGM is to vote on motions expressed as 
SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS ( A Special Resolution is a motion that requires Equestrian Victoria  Constitutional  
Change and requires a vote of 75% for it to pass)   
That means EV Branch members have no power to express an opinion or require anything from  EV . 
Regarding EA, we can’t even legally require our own Branch to act on our behalf as the Branch has very 
little power regarding EA. 
 
If you were under any illusions that the Branch Membership has any direct input into the activities of 
Equestrian Australia, think again because here’s the proof, WE DON’T 

 
EXCERPT – EV Constitution 
PART IV – BOARD  
15. BOARD  
15.1 Powers of Board  
(a) The affairs of the Association shall be managed by the Board constituted under rule 15.2.  
(b) Subject to this Constitution and the Act, the Board:  
 
(i) shall control and manage the business and affairs of the Association;  

 
(ii) may exercise all such powers and functions as may be exercised by the Association other than 
those powers and functions that are required by this Constitution to be exercised by the Members 
in General Meeting; and  
(iii) has power to perform all such acts and things as appear to the Board to be essential for the 
proper management of the business and affairs of the Association. BACK 
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NOTES 35 
“- 8 -  
EQUESTRIAN VICTORIA INC.  
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  
FOR YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012  
(b) Going Concern  
The association has an excess of current liabilities over current assets of $84,621 and negative cash flows from 
operations of $109,608 as at 30 June 2012. The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis 
which contemplates the continuity of normal operating activities and the realisation of assets and settlement of 
liabilities in the ordinary course of operations. The going concern basis is considered appropriate as included in 
current liabilities are amounts for prepaid income of $360,490 which are to be satisfied through the delivery of 
membership services over the next twelve months. The ability of the association to continue as a going concern is 
dependent on it continuing to receive income from membership subscriptions and membership related activities. 
In the event of any significant reduction in these sources on income, the activities of the association would need 
to be reduced. The committee is not anticipating a significant reduction in Equestrian Victoria's core operations or 
membership related activities during the next twelve months from the date of signing this report. Equestrian 
Victoria continues to be solvent and can pay its debts as and when they are due. “  BACK 

NOTES 36 
This analysis is taken from the 2012 Financial reports and segments out all activities focused on juniors specifically 

 Juniors Analysis  

Dressage DR Young Riders Squad $28,067.00 
Dressage DR YR Champ -$3,693.00 
INTERSCHOOL Interschool Championship -$3,354.00 
INTERSCHOOL Interschool nationals -$17,344.00 
INTERSCHOOL Interschool Sub Committee -$284.00 
INTERSCHOOL TOTAL -$20,982.00 
JUMPING JV State Titles Young Rider -$5,245.00 
JUMPING JV Young Rider Squad -$834.00 
 YR AMBASSADOR -$10,228.66 
   

BACK 

NOTES 37 

The final responsibility rests with the board who was not overseeing their CEO sufficiently or being fiscally 
responsible.  This situation could happen again without clear instructions for the board in certain governance 
issues. Hence the motions. Also, finances was only one facet of these motions.  BACK  

NOTES 38 

NO discussion on these issues permitted on the night despite the Boards written assurance. 

BACK 


